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Introduction:  Micro-synchrotron radiation x-ray
fluorescence (µ-SXRF) spectroscopy is a powerful
tool providing quantification of major and trace
element abundances and distributions in small
particles, microns in size, as well as in larger samples
with high spatial resolution. The technique has long
been used to study the trace element abundances in
interplanetary dust particles (IDPs). To first order,
these studies give indicators for atmospheric entry
effects such as stratospheric contamination and
frictional heating [1,2]. Certain volatiles are also
reported to be enriched in chondritic porous (CP)
IDPs relative to the highly primitive CI meteorites
[3]. NASA’s Stardust mission returns in mid-January
with cometary dust particles from Comet Wild-2
captured (at hypervelocity) in silica aerogel [4].  This
is the first sample return from a comet, and the
material collected is believed to include primitive
dust present at the condensation of the solar nebula to
form the solar system. For cometary particles
relatively unaltered by the capture process, trace
element analysis has the potential to tell us how
Stardust particles relate to other classes of meteoritic
materials such as the CP IDPs believed to be
cometary in origin. Even more exciting, trace element
abundance trends may offer “fingerprinting” for
formation conditions of the carrier minerals.

Accurate µ -SXRF analysis of micron-sized
particles is a formidable challenge: Contamination,
sample damage in the x-ray beam and positional
instability must be avoided, and robust analysis of
data is necessary. Previous IDP studies offer limited
discussion of experimental and analytical limitations.
Here, we present the technical requirements for
obtaining high quality trace element data from small
dust particles by µ-SXRF.

Experimental Methods:  Using a scanning
fluorescence microprobe endstation in the final stages
of commissioning on Beamline 6-2 at the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL), we have
collected SXRF data from several chondritic porous
IDPs in addition to other meteoritic materials. The
incident (monochromatic) x-ray energy range allows
analysis of elements through Br. A micro-focus at the
sample is achieved by Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors, and
the current non-optimized photon flux for a ~3

micron spot is ~5x108 photons/s dependent on
incident energy. A virtual source allows variable spot
size. The microprobe will be described in detail in a
forthcoming paper [5]. Mapping of major elements at
low and high spatial resolution has been previously
demonstrated [6]. For the present work, the beam size
was increased to ~10 µm to cover entire IDPs and
particle sections. Our goal is to combine high
resolution trace element mapping with TEM imaging
and EDS analysis.

Fig. 1:  An IDP (L2005AN6) mounted atop a C fiber
attached to a silica needle (tip visible in background).

Experimental Requirements and Results: For
high quality µ-SXRF data on small particles, we
require high sample stability and x-ray beam
stability, minimized sample damage, minimized
contamination, and robust spectrum analysis:

Sample stability and contamination.  For small
particles, mounting must be both mechanically stable
and spectroscopically clean. We have collected
spectra from particles embedded in silica aerogel
keystones, mounted intact with epoxy on 10 µm
diameter C fibers glued to silica needles (Figure 1)
and microtomed in sections on TEM grids, all stable
mounting methods. Microtomed sections allow
correlation of SXRF and TEM data, and these were
precision-centered in TEM grids using a method
developed in the U. of Washington cosmic dust lab
(Brownlee).

Aerogel presents a contamination issue that has
been discussed elsewhere [7, for example]; however,
C fibers are relatively clean of contamination. Figure
2 shows the (log-scale) SXRF spectrum and fit of a
mounted whole IDP. Figure 3 shows the spectrum
and fit from a microtomed section of an IDP mounted
in a C composite TEM grid. Cu aperture grids were
initially used for section mounting, but at energies
above the Cu K edge, Cu fluorescence excited by
scatter off the sample overwhelms the spectrum. At
energies below the Cu K edge, resonant Raman
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scattering interferes with the Fe or Ni peaks. Low-Z
grid materials, such as C composite, allow access to
higher-Z trace elements. Contamination signals have
been assessed, and other low-Z grid materials are
under consideration. Knowledge of trace element
contaminants in all mounting media is vital. For
example, Cl in Fig. 2 is likely from salt in the epoxy,
and Cu, as well as much of the Zn, is contamination
from the He “shower” prior to the improvements
discussed below.

Fig. 2:  µ-SXRF spectrum from a whole chondritic porous
IDP L2005AN5 mounted on a C fiber.

Sample damage by x-rays.  An initial estimate of
particle heating showed only 0.5°C temperature rise
on a 35-micron welded bead microthermocouple in
the beam.  We intend to repeat this experiment in
aerogel. A 200-nm thick TEM section of an IDP on a
Formvar substrate with carbon was scanned in the
beam for 7 hours and showed no evidence of
chemical or structural changes after x-ray irradiation.
Without the carbon layer, damage to the polymer
substrate occurs. Ozone from x-ray interaction with
air attacks samples, in particular organics like
embedding epoxy near voids (Figure 4).  To
minimize this effect, we employ a He “shower”, a
gentle flow of He over the sample and beam path to
the detector. He also reduces Ar fluorescence (from
air) and reduces absorption of fluorescent signal from
low-Z elements, Si, Al and Mg. To eliminate small
contamination fluorescence signals arising from the
experimental setup itself, we recently redesigned the
He “shower”.

Spectrum analysis.  Finally, robust spectrum
analysis based on good standards is necessary to be
confident of trace element levels. We have recently
collected standard data on an NBS trace element
glass and a USGS Fe basalt glass. Optimum
background estimation methods are critical:  small
background changes have minor impact on major

element peak areas and major impact on minor
element peak areas  (and thus abundances).

Fig. 3:  µ-SXRF spectrum from a microtomed thin section
of IDP U2-20GCA, 300 nm thick, mounted in a C
composite TEM grid.

Fig. 4:  Evidence of ozone damage without a He
environment:  Bright field TEM images of a 200 nm
section of IDP W7154I1 before (left) and after (right) 7
hours of x-ray irradiation.
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